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Sticky Note
Copyright to articles in this publication reverted to authors as per information from the successor University of Regina Press in e-mail  communication to Paul C. Thistle dated 18 August 2016.  
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Sticky Note
Note that substantial excerpts of the Chapters in this out-of-print book are available at Google Books: http://books.google.ca/books?hl=en&lr=&id=QpHF4RnVJr4C&oi=fnd&pg=PA124&dq=%22paul+c.+thistle%22&ots=Fg1IU9tqoH&sig=8HGXQM21FN99J_WIJr2sscHfGQo#v=onepage&q=%22paul%20c.%20thistle%22&f=false 
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Sticky Note
Full text of author Paul C. Thistle's Chapter Fifteen is included in this PDF.  Note that substantial excerpts of this and other chapters are available at Google Books:  http://books.google.ca/books?hl=en&lr=&id=QpHF4RnVJr4C&oi=fnd&pg=PA124&dq=%22paul+c.+thistle%22&ots=Fg1IU9tqoH&sig=8HGXQM21FN99J_WIJr2sscHfGQo#v=onepage&q=%22paul%20c.%20thistle%22&f=false  
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Sticky Note
See full details in comment on next page.
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Sticky Note
Note that Paul C. Thistle was only one of the planners of the Kelsey Tricentennial Conference held on 6 - 8 July 1990 in The Pas, Manitoba, Canada (believed by some to be the location of Henry Kelsey's Deering's Point on the Lower Saskatchewan River.  See one of the papers presented at the above conference: Allen Ronaghan's "Where is Deering's Point" at: http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/mb_history/21/deeringspoint.shtml ).  This  1990 event in The Pas was a joint project of The Pas History & Heritage Society, the Heritage Branch of the Manitoba Department of Culture, Heritage and Recreation, and the Sam Waller Little Northern Museum (now The Sam Waller Museum in The Pas at which time Paul C. Thistle was Curator & CEO). 
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Sticky Note
Note that Paul C. Thistle's original presentation at the conference from which the chapters in this book was titled "Images of the Native-Kelsey Relationship."  Essentially, it was a critique of the visual history of the Henry Kelsey First Nations guided tour of the region.  This slide presentation was not deemed appropriate for a chapter in this book.  A version of Paul C. Thistle's conference slide presentation was however published as a 1994 article titled "Images of Native People Associated with the Kelsey Event" in Native Studies Review 9 (1):33-50.  This illustrated article is available at:  https://indianeuropeantraderelations.wordpress.com/indian-european-trade-relations-in-the-lower-saskatchewan-river-region-to-1840-thistle-1986/images-of-the-kelsey-event/ .  The chapter in the book Three Hundred Prairie Years was written after the conference upon request by editor Henry Epp & was based on the author's book Indian-European Trade relations in the Lower Saskatchewan River Region to 1840.  The full text of this national, provincial, & academic award-winning publication is available under a Creative Commons license at: https://indianeuropeantraderelations.wordpress.com/ .
















